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New York’s Trio Caveat is an improvising ensemble whose unique
approach points toward a new aesthetic wherein the entire history of
Jazz group improvisation shares a brief, subtle moment of harmony.
With an entirely new approach to rhythm section timekeeping and
melodic counterpoint, Caveat celebrates elusive grooves and evocative
melody, all half-forgotten the instant a note is made. With a collective
resume that includes Joe Maneri, Butch Morris, Eugene Chadbourne,
Ken Vandermark, Gary Lucas, and Tim Berne, Caveat has a wealth of
experience making creative improvised music. Saxophonist Jonathan
Moritz brings winding, airy lines on his tenor and soprano saxophones,
meeting head-on the secret rhythm-tandem created by bassist James
Ilgenfritz and drummer John McLellan. This is music which sneaks
into the foreground of memory, at home in a space that was never there
to begin with.
Trio Caveat’s debut record was released in June 2005 on Earthtones
Recordings. The title, “An All Too Brief Silence Which Speaks Untold
Volumes”, has multiple roles for this record. Each word in also serves
as a name of one track on the record. The record is a treatise on
paradoxes in jazz:: low-volume and low-density, but high-energy and
high-concept. The band’s performance is proof that creative jazz can be
captivating and engaging without sacrificing sensitivity or melody.
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Some Words On Trio Caveat and their debut recording::
“New York bassist James Ilgenfrfitz, drummer John McLellan, and saxophonist Jonathan
Moritz perform a unique brand of open, improvised free jazz, employing an entirely new
approach to rhythm section timekeeping and melodic counterpoint, celebrating elusive
grooves and evocative melodies” -- Chris Hassiotis, Flagpole, Athens, GA
“… a rare sense of sparsity and silence… The whole trio, in fact, is deceptive in their
structure and tonalities. Rather than playing for irony or deconstruction, they play slow
but warm music. McLellan can suggest speed while playing at a snail’s pace, and Moritz
can invoke Sonny Rollins in a scattered phrase.” --Kurt Gottschalk, All About Jazz.NY
“Compared to Trio Caveat, the Jimmy Giuffre trio sounds like the Albert Ayler trio…
requiring as much concentration and patience as late-period Morton Feldman… This
disc is a gorgeous, challenging gift to fans of difficult jazz who want to dig deep into the
raw building blocks of pulse and melody.” --Mike Anton Parker, Downtown Music
Gallery.
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John McLellan is a drummer whose sense of time and attention to detail are
impeccable and highly compelling. His ability to access the crossroads between
subtlety and momentum have earned him much praise from his colleagues in New
York and elsewhere. His resume is expansive and varied, including work with Joe
Maneri, Ken Vandermark, Ben Monder, and the Either/Orchestra. John is also well
traveled, having performed at festivals throughout the country, including the
Newport Jazz Festival, the Iowa City Jazz Festival, and New York's Vision Festival.
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Acoustic bassist and composerJames Ilgenfritz approaches the double bass as
an archeologist would unearth a fossilized relic. Carefully examining rarified
aspects of the instrument’s sonic palette, James strives to give new meaning to the
classically overlooked gems of the instrument’s physical and hypothetical
properties. In 2002 James relocated from his native Michigan to Brooklyn, and
since then his improvisational skills have brought him into a variety of compelling
collaborations, including work with Gary Lucas, Andrew D'Angelo, Chris Speed,
Tim Berne, and Butch Morris, among others. While in Michigan, James spent 2
years with the avant-rock band Larval, whose latest record, “Obedience” features
James’ bass playing, and received four stars in Downbeat Magazine. In Fall 2005
James will enter the Performance Master's program at UCSD, working with bassist
Mark Dresser. James is also closely involved with the International Society for
Improvised Music, an organization dedicated to the promotion of creativity and
Improvisation across disciplines.

Jonathan Moritz studied with Charlie Haden, John Ruocco, Ellery Eskelin, and
Vinny Golia. He has toured the U. S. and Europe, performing with such musicians as
Eugene Chadbourne, Butch Morris, Trevor Dunn, Nate Wooley, Vinny Golia, and
Lindsay Horner. Born in Teheran, Iran, he grew up in Southern California and
studied at the Brussels Conservatory of Music and CalArts. In2000, he moved to
Brooklyn with his wife Elodie. Since that time he has taught music and performed
original music with many of the city’s finest improvisers.
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